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Rezumat. În lucrare este prezentată analiza termodinamică în timp finit a performanţelor unui ciclu Miller 
standard cu aer cu pierderi datorate transferului de căldură, frecării şi variaţiei călduri specifice a fluidului de 
lucru. Relaţiile dintre puterea mecanică produsă şi raportul de comprimare şi randamentul termic în funcţie de 
raportul de comprimare al ciclului sunt obţinute prin exemple numerice detaliate. De asemenea, în lucrare este 
analizată influenţa variaţiei căldurii specifice a fluidului de lucru şi a termenului ce ţine seama de pierderile prin 
frecare asupra performanţei ciclului ireversibil. Se consideră o variaţie liniară a căldurii specifice numai cu 
temperatura de forma Cpm= ap+k1T şi Cpm= bv+k1T. Rezultatele arată că puterea maxima produsă şi domeniul de 
valori al raportului de comprimare, pentru care ciclul termodinamic poate lucra în condiţii normale, vor creşte odată 
cu creşterea lui ap şi bv; randamentul termic al ciclului va scădea odată cu creşterea lui ap şi bv; când se ţine cont de 
variaţia căldurilor specifice cu temperatura, puterea mecanică produsă şi randamentul termic scad, domeniul de 
valori al raportului de comprimare, pentru care ciclul termodinamic poate lucra în condiţii normale, va creşte; 
puterea mecanică maximă produsă, randamentul termic maxim ca şi raportul de comprimare şi randamentul 
corespunzător puterii maxime vor scade cu creşterea frecării. Sunt prezentate graficele de variaţie ale puterii 
mecanice produse şi ale randamentului termic al cilului în funcţie de raportul de comprimare pentru ciclurile 
Atkinson şi Otto, precum şi locurile geometrice ale valorilor de maxim şi minim corespunzător ciclului Miller.  
Cuvinte cheie: termodinamică în timp finit; ciclul Miller; rezistenţa termică; optimizarea performanţei; călduri 
specifice variabile ale fluidului de lucru. 

Abstract. Performance of an air-standard Miller cycle with heat transfer loss, friction-like term loss and variable 
specific heats of working fluid is analyzed by using finite-time thermodynamics. The relations between the power 
output and the compression ratio, as well as between the thermal efficiency and the compression ratio of the cycle 
are derived by detailed numerical examples. Moreover, the effects of variable specific heats of working fluid and the 
friction-like term loss on the irreversible cycle performance are analyzed. It is supposed that the specific heats of the 
working fluid are linearly dependent on temperature alone, that is, and. The results show that the maximum power 
output and the range of compression ratio in which the cycle can work normally will increase with the increases of 
and; the efficiency of the cycle will decrease with the increases of and; when the variation degree of the specific heat 
with temperature is acutely, the power output and the efficiency of the cycle will decrease, the range of compression 
ratio in which the cycle can work normally will increase; and the maximum power output, the maximum efficiency 
as well as the compression ratio and efficiency at the maximum power output point will decrease with the increase of 
friction. The power output versus compression ratio curves and the efficiency versus compression ratio curves of 
Atkinson and Otto cycle are the maximum and minimum envelope lines of Miller cycle, respectively. 
Keywords: finite-time thermodynamics; Miller cycle; heat resistance; friction loss; performance optimization; 
variable specific heats of working fluid. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A series of achievements have been made since 
finite-time thermodynamics was used to analyze 
and optimize the performance of real thermo-
dynamic processes, devices and cycles [1-10].  In 
1940’s, Miller [11] proposed a different Otto cycle 
with unequal compression and expansion stroke 
called Miller cycle. The Miller cycle has been put 
attention recently [12], and some authors have 
examined the finite-time thermodynamic perfor-

mance of Miller cycle. Al-Sarkhi et al. [13] studied 
the optimal power density characteristics for Miller 
cycle without any loss. With consideration of 
supercharge pressure and intake valve late (or early) 
closing, Wu et al [14] optimized the efficiency of 
Miller cycle. Ge et al derived the performance 
characteristics of Miller cycle with heat transfer 
loss [15] and with heat transfer and friction-like 
term losses [16], respectively. The work mentioned 
above was done without considering the variable 
specific heats of working fluid. Rocha-Martinez et 
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al [17] studied the effect of variable specific heats 
on Otto an Diesel cycle performance, but they only 
substituted the experiential expressions of the 
variable specific heats of working fluid into the 
final expressions of cycle power output and effi-
ciency obtained with constant specific heats of 
working fluid, and without considering the effects 
of variable specific heats on cycle process equa-
tions. While Ghatak and Chakraborty [18] analyzed 
the effect of variable specific heats and external 
irreversibilities on Dual cycle performance with 
considering the effect of variable specific heats on 
cycle process equations. Ge et al [19, 20] studied 
the effects of variable specific heats of working 
fluid on the performances of Otto cycle with heat 
transfer loss [19] and with the heat transfer and 
friction losses [20], respectively. Based on Refs. 
[15, 16], this paper will study the effects of the 
variable specific heats of working fluid and heat 
transfer loss on the performance of Miller cycle. 

2. CYCLE MODEL 

The sT   diagram of the basic Miller cycle is 
shown in figure 1. The compression process is an 
isentropic process 21 ; the heat addition is an 
isochoric process 32  ; the expansion process is 
an isentropic process 43  ; and the heat rejection 
are an isochoric process 54   and an isobaric 
process 15  . For the heat addition branch ( 32  ) 
and heat rejection branches ( 54   and 15  ) in 
figure 1, one can assume that heating from state 2 
to state 3 and cooling from state 4 to state 1 pro-
ceed according to constant temperature rates, i.e. 
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where T  is the absolute temperature and t  is the 
time, 1K , 2K  and 3K  are constants. Integrating 

equation (1) yields 

 )( 2311 TTKt  ,  

 )( 5422 TTKt  ,  (2) 

 )( 1533 TTKt   

where 1t  and 2t , 3t  are the heating and cooling 

times, respectively. Then, the cycle period is 

)()()( 153542231321 TTKTTKTTKttt  ＋＋＝
 (3) 

 
 

Fig. 1. T-s diagram for a Miller cycle. 

In practical cycle, specific heats of the working 
fluid are variable and these variations will have 
important influence on the performance of the 
cycle. According to Refs. [18-20], it can be sup-
posed that the specific heats of the working fluid 
are dependent on temperature alone and over the 
temperature ranges generally encountered for gases 
in heat engines (300K to 2200K) the specific heat 
curve is nearly a straight line which may be closely 
approximated in the following forms: 

 TkaC ppm 1  (4) 

 TkbC vvm 1  (5) 

where pa , vb  and 1k  are constants, pmC and vmC  

are molar specific heats with constant pressure and 
volume, respectively. Accordingly, one has 

 vpvmpm baCCR   (6) 

where R  is the gas constant of the working fluid. 
The heat added to the working fluid during 

process 32   is 
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where M  is the molar number of the working 
fluid. 

The heat rejected by the working fluid during 
process 54   and 15   is 

5 4
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The work output of the cycle is 

 3 2 5 4 5 1

2 2 2 2
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Since pmC  and vmC  are dependent on tem-

perature, adiabatic exponent vmpm CCk  will vary 

with temperature as well. Therefore, the equation 
often used in reversible adiabatic process with 
constant k  can’t be used in reversible adiabatic 
process with variable k . However, according to 
Refs. [18-20], a suitable engineering approxima-
tion for reversible adiabatic process with variable 
k  can be made, i.e. this process can be broke up 
into infinitesimally small processes, and for each 
of these processes, adiabatic exponent k  can be 
regarded as constant. For example, for any rever-
sible adiabatic process between states i  and j  
can be regarded as consisting of numerous infi-
nitesimally small process with constant k . For 
any of these processes, when small changes in 
temperature dT  and in volume dV  of the wor-
king fluid take place, the equation for reversible 
adiabatic process with variable k  can be written 
as follows 

 11 ))((   kk dVVdTTTV  (10) 

From equation (10), one gets 

 )ln()ln()(1 ijijvij VVRTTbTTk   (11) 

 The compression ratio is defined as 

 21 VV  (12) 

Therefore, equations for processes 21  and 
43   are as follows 

 ln)ln()( 12121 RTTbTTk v   (13) 

 )ln()ln()( 4343431 VVRTTbTTk v   (14) 

Defining another compression ratio as follows 

 )()( 1515 TTVVc   (15) 

In addition, for cycle processes, one has 
)1)( 43  cVV （ . Therefore, equation (14) becomes 

 )ln()ln()( 43431 cv RTTbTTk   (16) 

For an ideal Miller cycle model, there are no 
losses. However, for a real Miller cycle, heat 
transfer irreversibility between working fluid and 
the cylinder wall is not negligible. One can assume 
that the heat loss through the cylinder wall is 
proportional to average temperature of both the 

working fluid and the cylinder wall and that the 
wall temperature is constant 0T . If the released 
heat by combustion for one molar working fluid is 

1A , the heat leakage coefficient of the cylinder 

wall is 1B , one has the heat added to the working 
fluid by combustion in the following linear relation 
[21-24]: 
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where 011 TBAA   and 2/1BB   are two con-
stants related to combustion and heat transfer. 

Taking into account the friction-like term loss 
of the piston as recommended by Angulo-Brown et 
al [25] for Otto cycle and references [26-28, 16] 
for Diesel [26], Dual [27, 28], and Miller [16] 
cycles and assuming a dissipation term represented 
by a friction force which in a linear function of the 
velocity gives 

 
d

d

x
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tm =-m =-m  (18) 

where   is a coefficient of friction which takes 

into account the global losses and x  is the piston 
displacement. Then, the lost power is 
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The piston mean velocity is  
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where 2x  is the piston position at minimum vo-

lume and 12t  is the time spent in the power stroke. 
Thus, the power output of the Miller cycle is 
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where  
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The efficiency of the Miller cycle is 
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(23) 

In order to make the cycle operate normally, 
state 5 must be between states 1 and 4. When 

51 TT  , the cycle becomes Otto cycle, and c  

will equal to 1)( otc , which is the lower limit 

that the cycle can operate normally. When 54 TT  , 

the cycle becomes Atkinson cycle, and c  will 

equal to atc )( , which is the upper limit that the 

cycle can operate normally. atc )(  should be 

solved from equation (16), i.e. the solution of the 
following equation  

 1 3 1 3 1[ ( ) ] ln{ [ ( ) ]}

ln[ ( ) ]
c at v c at

c at

k T T b T T

R

- g + g =

= g g
 (24) 

When   and 1T  are given, 2T  can be ob-

tained from equation (13), then, substituting 
equation (7) into equation (17) yields 3T . So the 

corresponding upper limit atc )(  of c  when   

is different can be obtained by substituting  , 1T  

and 3T  into equation (24). Therefore, the range of 

c  is 

 atccotc )()(1    (25) 

When c  is given, 4T  can be obtained by equ-

ation (16) and 5T  can be obtained by equation 

(15). Substituting 1T , 2T , 3T , 4T  and 5T  into 

equations (21) and (23) yields the power output 
and efficiency. Then, the relations between the 
power output and the compression ratio, between 
the thermal efficiency and the compression ratio, 
as well as the optimal relation between power 
output and the efficiency of the Miller cycle can be 
derived. 

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND 
DISCUSSION 

According to Refs. [18-20], the following 
parameters are used in the calculations: 

molJA /7000060000  , 
KmolJB ./3020  , KmolJaP ./182.32182.28  ,  

KmolJbv ./868.23868.19  , kmolM 51057.1 － ,

KT 3501  ,  003844.01k  2./009844.0 KmolJ . 

Taking equal heating and cooling times 
msttt 6.162321    ( ms33.33  [28]), the 

constant temperature rates 1K , 2K  and 3K  are 

estimated as 

KsK /10128.8 6
1

  

and 
KsKK /1067.18 6

32
 . 

In addition, Wb 5420  and 5.1c  are set. 

Using the above constants and range of 
parameters, the characteristic curves of miP ,  

 mi  and mimiP   can be plotted as in 

figures 2-13. The dashed lines in the figures 
denote where the cycle can not work on, when c  

exceeds atc )( . One can see that the power output 

versus compression ratio characteristic and the 
efficiency versus compression ratio characteristic 
are parabolic like curves and the power output 
versus efficiency curve is loop-shaped one. They 
reflect the performance characteristics of a real 
irreversible Miller cycle. 

Figures 2-7 show the effects of the variable 
specific heats of the working fluid on the 
performance of the cycle with heat resistance and 
friction irreversible losses. From equations (4) and 
(5), one can see that when 01 k , ppm aC   and 

vvm bC   hold. Parameters pa  and vb  are 

constant specific heats of working fluid. Because 
 RbaCCR vpvmpm ＝ constant, pa  and vb  

must change synchronously. Figures 2-4 show the 
effects of pa  and vb  on cycle performance. One 

can see that the maximum power output and the 
range of   in which the cycle can work normally 

will increase with the increases of pa  and vb . 

While the effects of pa  and vb  on the efficiency 

of the cycle are related to compression ratio  , in 

the range of   that the cycle can work normally, 

the efficiency of the cycle will decrease with the 
increases of pa  and vb . The power output versus 

the efficiency curves of the cycle will move left 
with the increases of pa  and vb , so the 

efficiency at the maximum power output point 
decreases with the increases of pa  and vb . 

1k  reflects the variation degree of specific heat 

with temperature. The bigger 1k  is, the more 

acutely variation degree of the specific heat with 
temperature is.  
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Fig. 2. The influences of pa and vb   

on cycle power output. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. The influences of pa  and vb   

on cycle efficiency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. The influences of pa  and vb  

on cycle power output versus efficiency. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. The influences of 1k   

on cycle power output. 
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Fig. 6. The influences of 1k   

on cycle efficiency. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 7. The influences of 1k   

on cycle power output versus efficiency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figures 5-7 show the effects of 1k  on the 
performance of the cycle. From figures 5-7, one 
can see that when the variation degree of the 
specific heat with temperature is acutely, the range 
of    in which the cycle can work normally will 

increase, furthermore, in the range of   that the 
cycle can work normally, the power output and the 
efficiency of the cycle will decrease. For this 
numerical example, when 1k  increases by about 
156% , the maximum power output will decrease 
by about 26.1%, the maximum efficiency will 
decrease by about 24.1%. 

Figures 8-10 show the effects of friction-like 
term loss on the cycle performance. From figures 
8-10, one can see that when b  increases, the 
maximum power output, the maximum efficiency 
as well as the compression ratio and efficiency at 
the maximum power output point will decrease. In 
this case, when b  increase by about 170%, the 
maximum power output will decrease by about 
16%, the efficiency will decrease by about 14.3% 
and the efficiency at the maximum power output 
point will decrease by about 15.3%. 

Figures 11-13 show the effects of another 
compression ratio c  on cycle performance. 
When 1)(  otcc rr , the lines in figures are the 
performance characteristics of Otto cycle, while 

atcc rr )( , the lines are the performance 

characteristics of Atkinson cycle. One can see that 
for any given  , the power output versus 
compression ratio curves and the efficiency versus 
compression ratio curves of Atkinson and Otto 
cycle are the maximum and minimum envelope 
lines of Miller cycle, respectively. 

According to above analysis, it can be found 
that the effects of the variable specific heat of 
the working fluid and the friction loss on the 
cycle performance are obvious, and they should 
be considered in practical cycle analysis in 
order to make the cycle model be closer to 
practical. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an air standard Miller cycle model 
with the considerations of the heat transfer loss, 
friction-like term loss and the variable specific 
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heats of working fluid was presented. The 
performance characteristic of the cycle was 
obtained by detailed numerical examples. It is 
supposed that the specific heats of the working 
fluid are linearly dependent on temperature alone, 
that is, TkaC ppm 1  and TkbC vvm 1 . The 

method used herein is different from recent 
literature because the effect of the variable specific 
heats of working fluid on the cycle process 
equation is considered. The results show that the 
maximum power output and the range of com-
pression ratio in which the cycle can work normally 
will increase with the increases of pa  and vb ; 

the efficiency of the cycle will decrease with the 

increases of pa  and vb ; when the variation 

degree of the specific heat with temperature is 
acutely, the power output and the efficiency of the 
cycle will decrease, the range of  compression 
ratio in which the cycle can work normally will 
increase; and the maximum power output, the 
maximum efficiency as well as the compression 
ratio and efficiency at the maximum power output 
point will decrease with the increase of friction. 
The power output versus compression ratio curves 
and the efficiency versus compression ratio curves 
of Atkinson and Otto cycle are the maximum and 
minimum envelope lines of Miller cycle, res-
pectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. The influences of b  on cycle power output. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. The influences of b  on cycle efficiency. 
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Fig. 10. The influences of b   
on cycle power output versus efficiency. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 11. The influences of c   

on cycle power output. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 12. The influences of c   

on cycle efficiency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 13. The influences of c   

on cycle power output versus efficiency. 
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